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STREET ART 
Creating Stencil Art 1

• Stencil art is one of humanity’s oldest creative 
forms. 

• Some of our species’ first artists made stencils 
when they placed their hands on cave walls and 
blew minerals over them, coating the rock in red 
or black pigment and leaving behind their 
palmprints. 

• Fast-forward some 30,000 years and stencil art 
techniques remain essentially unchanged. 

• Using a sheet of cardboard, plastic, or metal 
with a pattern or letters cut out is surprisingly 
versatile, allowing craftspeople to colour cloth, 
print t-shirts, and create some fantastic street 
art.

Creating a stencil design

First, you’ll need an image to work with. You can use something you’ve drawn, choose a photo or 
pre-existing artwork to adapt as stencil art, or combine elements of all three.

● Make sure your design can be rendered in two-tone black and white without losing too 
much detail. 

● Typography, icons, bold, comic-style illustrations, and high-contrast photos all work well 
when you’re first learning how to create stencil art.

● Make it pop with bold shadows and crisp lines.

Keep in mind that your stencil cannot be too detailed. 

Shepard Fairey 

(b.1970)

His style has been 

described as bold 

and iconic.

His most famous 

artwork is the iconic 

‘Hope’ poster he 

made for Barack 

Obama’s election 

campaign in 2008. 

http://www.visual-arts-cork.com/prehistoric/gargas-cave.htm
http://www.visual-arts-cork.com/prehistoric/gargas-cave.htm


As you create your stencil pattern, be sure to plan 

for any necessary “bridges” in the artwork. You 

need to make sure there aren’t any lonely 

“islands” of blank stencil material, otherwise you 

may accidentally cut away important design 

elements.
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STREET ART 
Creating Stencil Art 2

Cutting & Spraying Your Stencil

You should cut out the most detailed 

parts of your stencil first, as your 

stencil will only get flimsier with each 

piece of paper that’s removed.

Now for the best part: spraying your 

stencil...

• Aim for steady movement and even 

coverage to avoid dripping (unless 

that’s an effect you’d like to try 

out). 

• Position your nozzle about 30cm 

away from your stencil and spray in 

short strokes in a single direction, 

without “doubling back” over parts 

you’ve already coated.

• Leave to dry for at least 10 minutes.

• You may wish to add another layer 

of colour over the top.

Keyword Definition 

Stencil A thin sheet of card, plastic or metal with a pattern or leaves cut out 
of it, used to apply a design on the surface below by the application of 
ink or paint. 

Typography The art of arranging type and printing from it.

Scalpel A knife with a small, sharp blade. 

Graphics The products of graphic art, especially design or illustration.

Graffiti Writing or drawings scribbled, scratched or sprayed on a wall or other 
surface in a public space. 

Distress Making a piece of furniture, object or surface appear aged. 

Collage The technique in which pieces of paper, photographs, fabrics and 
other materials are arranged and stick down onto a surface.

https://www.sprayplanet.com/pages/spray-paint-lines
https://www.sprayplanet.com/pages/spray-paint-lines
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Beliefs and World Views



Computing

Data Individual facts or statistics

Cyber Security Protecting computer systems from cyber criminals

Profiling Gathering information about a person in order to make 

predictions about them

Privacy policy A document produced by an organisation which explains how 

they store and process user data.

Data protection 

act (2018)

UK law which controls how your personal information is 

stored and processed by organisations

Malware Any software which is designed to do harm to a computer 

system

Social 

engineering

Tricking other people so that they give up confidential 

information

Phishing Sending a message to a person which is designed to trick 

them into giving up confidential information

Shouldering Stealing confidential information by watching someone enter 

it into a keypad or other device

Scam A dishonest scheme carried out to gain access to some 

confidential information

Hacking Gaining unauthorised access to or control of a computer 

system

Computer 

misuse act 

(1990)

UK law which introduced a range of offences relating to 

computer misuse including accessing computer material 

without permission, using and creating malware and 

accessing computer material with intent to commit further 

crime

Ransomware Malware designed to stop a person or organisation accessing 

their data. The attacker who created the ransomware will 

demand the person or organisation pays a large amount of 

money to regain access to their data



Year 9 Design and Technology

Keywords Key information

1 Fibre Fibres are hair like strands that are natural or synthetic.

2 Natural Fibres Natural fibres come from plant, animal or insect sources.

3 Synthetic Fibres Synthetic fibres are man-made.

4 Yarn Fibres are spun to create long threads called yarns.

5 Fabric Fabric is produced by yarns which are knitted or woven together.

6 Scales Wool fibres have scales. Heat and agitation will cause these scales to 

shrink and interlock together to form a piece of fabric.

7 Shrink Become smaller in size.

8 Felting needle A tool with small barbs on the surface.

9 Barbs A rough surface on a felting needle which pulls wool fibres downwards 

and encourages them to interlock. The more barbs a tool has, the 

quicker fibres should bond together.

10 Bonded Fabric Are not woven or knitted. Made from fibres rather than yarns.

11 Surface Design The art that is applied to surfaces, such as fabric, wallpaper, home décor 

and clothes.

12 Placement The location of a design on an item.

13 Motif A significant icon or recurring idea in a design.

14 Cool Colours Blues, Greens and Purples.

15 Warm Colours Pinks, Reds and Oranges

16 Complementary 

Colours

Colours which are opposite each other on the colour wheel. Orange and 

Blue; Green and Red; Yellow and Purple.

17 Analogues 

Colours

Colours that are next to each other on the colour wheel. Green, yellow 

and orange are an example of an analogues colour scheme.

18 Monochrome A colour scheme that incorporates the main colour and only hues, tones, 

shades and tints of that one colour.

19 Embellishment Decorative detail which is added for a more interesting aesthetic appeal. 

Sequins are an example of an embellishment.

20 Embroidery Using stitches to form a decorative design.



English

Key words Definition

Logos Appealing to 
logic

Ethos Credibility and 
trust of speaker

Pathos Appealing to 
emotion

Idolise Worshiping 
something or 
someone

Objectify Reducing 
someone to an 
object

Dissociation Losing sense of 
self

Intersectionality How different 
parts 
of identity 
overlap

Discrimination Treating 
someone 
negatively

Patriarchy Male 
dominated 
society

Stereotyping Making 
assumptions 
based upon 
limited 
knowledge or 
experience

Prejudice Treating 
someone 
differently 
often based on 
stereotypes

POETIC POEMS Definition

Personification Giving something human characteristics

Oxymoron Contradictory phrase

Enjambment Continuing a line of poetry

Tone Mood or atmosphere

Imagery Descriptive language

Contrast Very different things put together

Perspective Viewpoint

Onomatopoeia Words that sound like the thing

Extended Carrying on

Metaphor Saying something is something else

Simile Saying something is like something else

A PERSUADER Definition

Alliteration Repeating same sound at starts of words

Points Clear reasons to add to your argument

Exaggeration Overstating

Repetition Saying the same thing over and over

Statistics Using numbers to represent facts

Unique ideas Unusual or ways of approaching an issue

Anecdote A short story used to make a point

Direct address Talking to the audience

Emotive language Appealing to people's feelings

Rhetorical questions Questions not intended to be answered.

ANALYSIS

Argument The writer presents [topic] to…

Neat evidence The phrase ‘…’ shows…

Additional Additionally, the phrase ‘…’ adds to…

Language The imagery suggests…

Your evaluation A reader may also understand...

Structure and form Structurally, the... tone emphasises...

Intentions of writer The writer’s intentions may have been to…

Society and context Contextually, the writer may be reflecting…

Identity Poetry



1 Food 
choice

People choose to eat different food for many different reasons:
•personal choice / ethics – environmental, animal welfare, global dimensions;
•health/medical – including intolerance and allergy
•religion – review the different dietary rules for some religions

2 Modifying 
a recipe 

To change/ adapt a recipe due to:
Costing, the needs of different groups of people e.g. vegetarian, an intolerance 
or allergy, reducing the energy content, improving the nutritional 
value/balance, e.g. reducing salt content, ingredients are unavailable, to cater 
for like and dislikes.

3 Special 
dietary 
needs 

Adverse reactions to food:
Food intolerances (lactose intolerance, gluten intolerance) can make someone 
feel ill. Usually caused by the digestive system
Food allergies (eggs; cow’s milk and milk products; nuts; shellfish; fish) can 
make someone feel ill. Some can cause a life-threatening 
reaction (called anaphylaxis). Usually caused by the immune system.
The presence of these Allergens must be displayed on packaging: Celery 
(and celeriac), cereals containing gluten, crustaceans, eggs, fish, lupin, Milk, 
Molluscs, Mustard, Nuts, Peanuts, Sesame, Soybeans, Sulphur dioxide

4 Religious 
cultural, 
ethical 
beliefs

People choose to eat or avoid certain foods depending on their religious belief. 
Kosher animals - completely split hoof and chew cud, e.g. cows, goat and sheep
Halal method – animals killed using a knife to the throat

5 Vegetarian 
and 
Vegan

Vegetarians don't eat meat for a range of health, environmental, ethical, 
religious or economic reasons. 
A well-planned vegetarian diet can meet nutritional needs during all stages of 
life. 
Meat alternatives - a food product made from vegetarian or vegan 
ingredients, eaten as a replacement for meat; nuts; seeds; pulses, e.g. beans, 
lentils; mycoprotein; soya products

Year 9 Food

Religion Pork Beef Lamb Chicken Fish

Islam x Halal only Halal only Halal only

Hinduism x x

Judaism x Kosher 
only

Kosher 
only

Kosher only

Sikhism x x

Buddhism (strict) x x x x x

Seventh-day 
Adventist Church

x x x

Rastafarianism  x x x x x

Fruit Veggies dairy eggs Seafood

Vegetarian 

Fruitarian

Vegan

Lacto –
vegetarian

Ovo 
vegetarian

Lacto – ovo
vegetarian

Pescatarian



6 Food waste Foods deteriorate when killed or harvested. Preservation techniques 
extend the shelf life of products: freezing, additives, processed 
foods (strawberries into jam), dehydration (reduces the water), 
pasteurisation (killing food spoilage organisms and pathogenic 
organisms), packaging
Common foods wasted: Bread and bread products, fruit and 
vegetables, starchy foods, meat, chicken, fish, milk, 
Reasons for food waste: incorrect storage and packaging, buying large 
quantities, portion size too big; leftovers thrown away, impulse 
shopping/ offers, limited cooking skills

7 Cost and 
availability 

Budgeting (save money). Ways to spend money wisely on food. 
Examples can include: eating the seasons; stocking up on food with a 
long shelf-life; plan meals and write a shopping list; cooking using one 
pot; making fake-aways rather than buying takeaways; using leftovers; 
replacing branded items with cheaper items; comparing prices and shop 
around to find the cheapest  items; growing your own food.

Costing a recipe Using a costing chart can help to calculate the cost per portion

8 Food labelling Information is provided on food and drink packaging to help consumers 
choose between different products, brands and flavours. 

Legally required 
information 
(Mandatory)

· Name of food or drink.
· List of ingredients (including
additives and allergens)

· Weight or volume.
· Date mark (Best-before 

and use-by).
· Storage and preparation conditions.
· Name and address of the manufacturer, 
packer or seller.
· Country of origin and place of provenance.
· Nutrition information. 

Voluntary 
information 

Cooking instructions, serving suggestions, price; 
customer guarantee; photograph or image of the 
food; bar code, environmental information (recycling), 
vegetarian, vegan, organic

Nutrition and 
health claims

These are controlled by European regulations. Claims on a food or drink 
should have been authorised and listed on the European register of 
claims and have met certain conditions.

9 Food availability 
and food 
provenance

Food certification and assurance 
schemes- guarantee defined standards of 
food safety or animal welfare. 
Traceability – identify the movement 
of a food product and its ingredients through 
all steps in the supply chain
Sustainability-avoid damaging or wasting natural resources.
Food security - access to sufficient safe and nutritious food
Fairtrade - help producers in developing countries achieve sustainable 
and equitable trade

Year 9 Food

Ingredient 
name

Quantity 
purchased

Cost of 
quantity 

purchased 
(£)

Quantity 
needed in 

recipe

Cost of 
ingredient 

used in 
recipe (£)

 
 Red Tractor The British 

Lion mark 

Marine Stewardship 

Council 



C’est carnaval! It’s carnival!

15. Ma fête préférée, 
c’est…

My favourite festival 
is…

16. le carnaval carnival

17. Je retrouve mes
copains.

I meet my friends.

18. Je porte un masque. I wear a mask.

19. Je porte un 
déguisement. 

I wear a costume.

19. Je regarde le parade. I watch the parade.

20. Je partage des photos. I share photos. 

21. Je chante et je danse. I sing and I dance. 

Les fêtes Festivals

1. le premier avril April Fool’s Day

2. Noël Christmas

3. la veille de Noël Christmas Eve

4. Pâques Easter

5. la Chandeleur Candlemas

6. le Nouvel An New Year

7. la Saint-Sylvestre New Year’s Eve

8. la Saint-Valentin Valentine’s Day

9. Aïd Eid

10. mon anniversaire my birthday

11. le 14 juillet Bastille Day

12. manger du chocolat eating chocolate

13. acheter des cadeaux buying presents

14. aller chez mes cousins going to my cousins’ 
house

Je vais manger… I am going to eat…

22. une salade niçoise a tuna salad

23. une tarte flambée a pizza-like tart

24. un couscous aux 
legumes

a vegetable couscous

25. une crêpe a pancake

26. des moules-frites mussels and chips

27. une quiche lorraine a bacon quiche

28. C’est comment? What is it like?

29. C’est délicieux. It’s delicious.

30. C’est savoureux. It’s tasty.

31. C’est un plat typique. It’s a speciality.

Le marché de Noël Christmas market

32. Je vais… I am going…

33. visiter le marché to visit the market

34. acheter un cadeau to buy a present

35. admirer les maisons
illuminées

to admire the 
illuminated houses

36. écouterdes chorales to listen to some 
choirs

37. manger une tarte 
flambée

to eat a pizza-like 
tart

38. boire un jus de pomme
chaud

to drink a hot apple 
juice

Les opinions Opinions

39. J’aime/Je n’aime pas… I like/don’t like…

40. J’adore/Je déteste… I love/I hate…

41. Je préfère… I prefer

Vital verb: manger (to eat)

Present: Near future:

Je mange Je vais manger

Tu manges Tu vas manger

Il/elle/on mange Il/elle/on va manger

Nous mangeons Nous allons manger

Vous mangeez Vous allez manger

Ils/elles mangent Ils/elles vont manger

Phonics Focus:

silent final consonant
trois

[ou] = /oo/
écoute

silent final ‘e’
fête

[em] [en] [an] = /on/
serpent

[on] = /on/
bonbon

[in] = /euhn/
numéo un

Year 9 French Spring Term 1: J’adore les fêtes (1)!



Geography
Today cold environments cover 25% of the World's land surface. In the Uk ice 

and glaciers create our landscape in the past.
20,000 year ago much of the UK will have been covered in ice – up to 3km thick 
and large glaciers will have flowed down hill due to gravity.

Ice is a powerful force in shaping the land – Mechanical or physical weathering 

such as the wind, freeze thaw and frost  shatter.
Freeze thaw creates scree.
Most active where the temperature varies regularly around 0°C.

This can break down rock which can then be transported by the glacier.
Erosion – breaks down rock e.g. plucking.

Glacier freezes to rocks, moves, plucks or pullls rocks out E.g. Abrasion – rock 
and sediment at glacier base, grinds against the ground eroding like sandpaper.
Transport – where sediment is carried within, under or on top of the ice. Some 

movement is rotational – where gravity, the mass of the ice and the slope act to 
make the ice move down slope in a curved or rotational movement.

At snout, ice bulldozers material forward.
Soil, rocks and boulders are pushed forward by the huge mass of the ice 
descending the valley.

Glacial deposition – where ice drops down sediment.

Other landforms of erosion – ribbon lakes – caused by differential rates of 
erosion.
Long time lakes where ice has over deepened the valley floor.

They fill with water as ice retreats.
Truncated spurs – interlocking spurs from V shaped river valleys 'snapped' off 

as ice descends a valley.
Hanging valleys – U shaped valleys left handing above main valley because 
main valley eroded more than tributary valleys by thicker ice.

Often have waterfalls.

Landforms of transportation and deposition – found in much lower altitudes 
in lower valleys.
They are found in areas where the temperature is warmer so the ice melts 

and losses its capacity to carry materials.
Erratics are large boulders that sit on top of a different type of rock on 

the landscape. Eg The Bowder Stond in Borrowdale, Cumbris is a 2,000 
tone erratic thought to originate in Scotland.



Geography
Moraine – This is the material produced by glaical erosion.

Unsorted (it contains really huge boulders and at the same time a fine powder 
called glacial flour) and angular.
Ground moraine – spread all over the ground. Terminal moraine – which are 

rocks deposited in a ridge at the maximum advance of the ice
Lateral Moraine which are ridges of moraine that come from the valley sides 

and run parallel to those valley sides.
Medial Moraine – these are a ridge of rocks running down the middle of a 
valley formed by 2 lateral moraines from 2 glaciers coming together.

Recessional moraine – these often run parallel to terminal moraines and these 
ridges of material mark the retreat of a glacier.

Each recessional moraine marks a point where the ice has been static long 
enough in the glaciers retreat for material to build up.
Drumlins – are thought to form where material is deposited underneath a 

glacier as ground moraine. This material is then shaped into the drumlin shape 
as the ice advances or retreats. Running water under the ice could also play a 

role in helping shape the drumlin.

Glacial landscapes offer opportunities for development

Farming – Challenges relief is very steep (hard to use machinery), soils are 
often thin on mountain sides, non-existent in areas scoured by ice or 

waterlogged in upland moutain areas (so Arabic farming difficult), 
Temperatures are lower at higher altitudes, and the mountainous landscape 
creates lots of shaded areas that receive less sunlight.

Result – Extensive pastoral farming (animals, commonly sheep, are kept for 
their meat, milk or hides at low densities).

Forestry – Uplands plant with pine (coniferous) trees with grow quickly and 
can be harvested often. 2 million hectares of coniferous forests exist in the UK, 

and the Forestry Commission manage a lot of that. Much of the UK's forestry is 
said to be sustainable as felled areas are replanted, and our forest cover has 

actually increased in recent decades. Used in construction, furniture and 
increasingly as a fuel for people.

Quarrying – store and mineral wealth. A quarry is basically an area of land 
where we dig out rock that we can then use.

Lake District – long history of mining and quarrying, for minerals such as lead, 
copper, graphite, and cool.
Slate mining are quarrying still take place, providing building material for 

dwellings. State is used extensively as a roofing material.
Granite from the highlands of Scotland used pavement materials or even for 

kitchen work surfaces.



Year 9 German Spring Term 1: Wir feiern!

Der Weihnachstmarkt Christmas market

36. Ich werde… I will…

37. Wir werden… We will…

38. den Markt besuchen. visit the market.

39. Geschenke kaufen. buy presents.

40. den 
Weihnachtsschmuck
bewundern.

admire the Christmas 
decorations.

41. Weihnachtslieder
singen.

sing Christmas carols.

42. Kastanien essen. eat chestnuts.

43. Glühwein trinken. drink mulled wine.

Prost Neujahr! Happy New Year

13. Wir machen eine
Party.

We have a party.

14. Wir sagen ‘Prost 
Neujahr’. 

We say: ‘Happy New 
Year’.

15. Wir machen ein
Feuerwerk.

We have fireworks.

16. Wir trinken Sekt oder
Limo.

We drink sparkling 
wine or lemonade.

17. Wir machen eine
Wanderung.

We go for a walk.

20. Wir essen
Linsensuppe und 
Schweinefleisch.

We eat lentil soup 
and pork.

21. Das ist eine Tradition. That is a tradition.

22. Es bringt Glück. It brings luck. Vital verb: essen (to eat)

Presnet Future

Ich esse Ich werde…essen.

Du isst Du wirst…essen.

Er/sie isst Er/sie wird…essen.

Wir essen Wir werden…essen.

Ihr esst Ihr werdet…essen.

Sie/sie essen Sie/sie werden…essen.

Feste Celebrations

1. Karneval carnival

2. Weihnachten Christmas

3. Heiligabend Christmas Eve

4. Ostern Easter

5. Fastnacht Mardi gras

6. Neujahr New Year

7. Silvester New Year’s Eve

8. Valentinstag Valentine’s Day

9. Eid Eid

10. Nikolaustag 6th December

11. mein Geburtstag my birthday

12. eine Hochzeit a wedding

Essen und Trinken Food and Drink

23. Ich werde…essen. I will eat….

24. Ich werde…trinken. I will drink…

25. schöne Sachen lovely things

26. Gans goose

27. Blaukraut red cabbage

28. Kartoffeln Potatoes

29. Schokolade chocolate

30. Lebkuchen gingerbread

31. Stollen stollen

32. Fondue fondue

33. Raclette melted cheese

34. Bockwürstchen sausages

35. Glühwein mulled wine

Phonics Focus:

[eu] = /oi/

Freund

[au] = /ow/

Haus

[ei] = /eye/

Eis

[ie] = /ee/

Biene



History

1. Antisemitism Hostility to or prejudice against Jews.

2. Aryan
Germans of pure blood, characterised by their blue eyes and 
blond hair.

3. Collaborators
People, organisations and governments that helped the Nazis 
persecute and/or murder Jews.

4. Concentration 
camps

Places where large numbers of people were kept as prisoners 
under armed guard.

5. Death Camp
Killing centres established by the Nazis in Central Europe 
during WW2

6. Demonised Something or someone portrayed as wicked and threatening.

7. Deportation Forcibly removing someone from one country to another.

8. Discrimination
Unfairly treating an individual or a group differently from 
others.

9. Einsatzgruppen Nazi soldiers that carried out mass shootings in Eastern 
occupied countries.

10. Ghettos
Areas in towns/cities where Jews were separated from other 
people.

11. Genocide
The killing of, and attempted destruction of an entire group of 
people.

12. Liberation Setting someone free.

13. Partisan
A member of an armed group formed to fight against an 
occupying force.

14. Persecution/ 
Persecuted

Being treated badly, usually because of ‘race’ or religion or 
political beliefs.

15. Prejudice An unfair opinion, judgement or feeling towards someone.

16. Work camps
Camps in which prisoners were forced to work as slave 
labourers.



History

Timeline of Jewish persecution in Germany

1933

The SA organised a boycott of Jewish shops and businesses. Jewish 
civil servants, lawyers and teachers were sacked, and Jewish doctors and 
dentists could not treat Aryans (pure Germans. Science lessons about race 
were introduced which taught that Jews were subhuman.

1934

Jewish shops were marked with a yellow star. Jews had to sit on 
separate seats on buses and trains. Many councils banned them from 
public spaces.

1935

The Nuremberg Laws stripped Jews of German citizenship, 
outlawed marriage and sexual relations between Jews and Germans, and 
removed all the civil and political rights of the Jews. These laws were to be 
the foundation for much of the extreme persecution which took place 
later.

1938

Jews were ordered to register all wealth and property. They could no 
longer practice as doctors or lawyers, and Jewish businessmen could not 
have Aryan clients. Jews were forced to change their first names: males 
would be known as Israel, females as Sarah. Jewish children were forbidden 
to go to school and universities.
Kristallnacht - 9 November (The Night of Broken Glass). The SS 
organised attacks on Jewish homes, businesses and synagogues in 
retaliation for the assassination of the German ambassador to France by a 
Jew. During Kristallnacht, 400 synagogues and 7,500 shops were destroyed. 
Jews were then made to clear up the destruction on their hands and knees 
and pay a fine of one billion marks to the government. The remaining 
Jewish property was then confiscated.

1939

The Nazis, who had been encouraging Jews to emigrate from 1933 
onwards, now started “forced” emigration. Göring set up the Reich Central 
Office for Jewish Emigration. 150,000 Jews were deported, but they had to 
pay a large “tax” before they could leave. In March, there were mass 
arrests. 30,000 Jews were sent to concentration camps.

1941

The ‘Final Solution’ agreed. The Nazi policy on Jews moved from expulsion 
to containment to commanders being ordered to systematically murder 
the Jews of Europe.
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Biology – 9B1 Enzymes
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Biology – 9B1 Enzymes



Chemistry – C4 Periodic Table
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Chemistry – C4 Periodic Table



Physics – 9P13 – Forces & Matter
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Physics – 9P13 – Forces & Matter
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